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Abstract Responsive Web design and Web Development which is expected to provide design and development should respond to the 

client's conduct and condition dependent on screen size, stage and direction. A website architecture execution comprises of a blend of 

adaptable frameworks and formats, pictures and a shrewd utilization of HTML5 and CSS3 media questions. The site design changes 

dependent on the size and capacities of the gadget. As the client changes from their PC to Smartphone or some other such gadgets like iPad, 

iPhone, Tablet, and so on., the site ought to consequently change to give convenience to goals, picture size and scripting capacities. The site 

should have the advancement to therefore respond to the customer's tendencies. It merits putting additional thought that, this would evacuate 

the requirement for an alternate design and development stage for each new device available. Responsive web design (RWD) is a website 

architecture approach essentially planned for creating destinations to give an ideal review understanding. Right now examine about twitter 

bootstrap and angularJS structure which is a significant toolkit for responsive web advancement(such as easy reading and navigation with a 

minimum of resizing, panning, and scrolling — across a wide range of devices from desktop computer monitors to mobile phones [5]). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Responsive web design and web development seems 

complex, but it’s very easy to implement in real time 

application. During earlier days, website designers were in a 

circumstance to make a different page for portable adaptation. 

Presently, with the assistance of trend setting innovations, it is 

conceivable to keep up only one site for both PC and cell 

phones. A responsive site page is one that "reacts to" all 

gadgets. While making the site, website specialist ought to 

make the site so that, site content resizes itself relying upon 

the kind of gadget or we can say that web content shows 

appropriately on every single significant sort of gadgets and 

that gadget can be a curiously large personal computer, PC, 

tablet or cell phone. 
 

Responsive web design is a way to deal with web 

development that give a lovely client experience to structure 

and streamline from the beginning for all touch focuses they 

have to help paying little heed to screen size or gadget 

direction. Responsive web design and web development takes 

care of the issue of building a similar code work over 

numerous screen goals. On the off chance that you resize your 

program window or precede onward unique gadget like 

advanced mobile phone, you'll see the screen components 

resize themselves. For all intents and purposes, this includes 

three fundamental standards Fluid Grids, Fluid Images, and 

 

 

Media Queries that meet up to frame the entire that 

is responsive plan.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Desktop  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2. Tablet 
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3. Phone  
As more and more online shoppers use various devices, such 

as mobile phones, tablets, and regular PCs, accessing e-

commerce websites, how should e-commerce webpage be 

designed to be compatible with different devices with varying 

sizes and resolutions? The responsible architectural design 

(aka, responsive web), suggested by Ethan Marcotte, is 

believed to be the most effective answer to this incompatibility 

problem. Based on the responsible architectural design, a 

responsive webpage should be organized into fluid grids, 

which should be able to be rearranged by screen size. Thus, 

responsive webpages are capable of changing their layout and 

content to adapt to the screen size and resolution of each 

device. [11] 
 

II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
 

During past web design and web development executed in 

different version and diverse form of a similar site for 

different client types. This training prompts two or three 

strategic issues like You need to pay for different web design, 

You'll need to run separate SEO/ internet marketing 

campaigns, You wind up investing significantly more energy 

and cash than is extremely important. 
 

 

III. NEED OF RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN AND WEB 

DEVELOPMENT 
 

Site should show in suitable way on different gadgets. Visit 

any one site on different gadgets and you feel distinctive on 

the grounds that one web content presentation diverse way in 

various gadgets dependent on goals, screen size, direction. 

You can perceive how the website pages change their designs 

to fit on the fitting gadget. For instance, on the off chance that 

you change the internet browser into a greater size or littler 

size, you will see the site's design refitting the new windows 

size continuously.  
Responsive web design and development utilizes CSS media 
inquiries which help to change the site page on various 

gadgets dependent on direction, screen size, shading capacity, 

goals, etc. 

 

Responsive website architecture fundamentally infers making 

destinations that can conform to the size of the visitor's 

viewport. The goal is for substance to render differently 

depending upon the device or screen size with the objective 

that visitors have a perfect experience paying little heed to 

how they get to a site. The basically advantage of responsive 

website architecture is that destinations load rapidly with no 

mutilations, so clients don't have to physically resize anything 

to see content. 

 
The design changes dependent on the components of the 

screen while keeping up a reliably responsive introduction: [9]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The idea has existed for a considerable length of time, yet 

engineers started really perceiving the advantages of responsive 

website composition during the mid-2000s as more shoppers 

began utilizing cell phones. As planners battled to ensure that 

their sites looked appealing on work areas, cell phones and 

tablets, they immediately found that adaptable designs were 

required. Along these lines, they made sites that "reacted" to 

clients' gadgets. 

 
Today, more customers get to the web with PDAs than with 
standard PCs or work territories, so the field continues creating.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Associations with locales that don't consider adaptable 

customers are going cleared out. To contact an increasingly 

broad horde of potential customers, associations must handle the 
benefits of responsive site engineering. Also, it is an idea that 

every single working engineer must comprehend. 
 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN 

AND WEB DEVELOPMENT 
 
Responsive  Web  templates  with  out-of-the-crate  support  for 
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HTML5, CSS3 and Media Queries. Web properties fabricated 

utilizing this structure will consequently scale from telephones 

to tablets to a full work area experience with no manual 

intercession from the substance manager. 
 

To begin assembling another responsive site following 
focuses should be thought of: 

 

 

1. Fluid Grid-Based Layouts 

 

A fluid grid-based put together design sorts out components 

with respect to a site page in a client meaningful manner to 

make them render well on any sort of gadget or screen size. 

 
 

This configuration handles relative units like rates or EM units 

for page part assessing as opposed to out and out units like 

pixels or core interests. 

 
 

In CSS or how HTML parts are appeared on screen, paper, or 

in other media, an EM unit is identical to the handled 

estimation of the "content measurement" property for the 

segment to which it is applied. 

 
 
 

2. Fluid Grid 
 

Fluid grid is matrix frameworks that scale dependent on the 

client's screen instead of fixed-width designs that consistently 

show up the equivalent. While the term is now and again 

utilized synonymously with "fluid designs," liquid matrices 

guarantee that all components resize according to each other. 
 

Bootstrap’s grid system allows up to 12 columns across the 

page. [2]  

 
Grid classes 

 

The Bootstrap 4 grid system has five classes: 

 

• .col- (extra small devices - screen width less 
than 576px)[2] 

 

• .col-sm- (small devices - screen width equal to or 
greater than 576px) [2] 

 

• .col-md- (medium devices - screen width equal to 
or greater than 768px) [2] 

 

• .col-lg- (large devices - screen width equal to or 
greater than 992px) [2] 

 

• .col-xl- (xlarge devices - screen width equal to or 

greater than 1200px) [2] 

 

Example: 

 

<div class="row">  
<div class="col-sm-4">.col-sm-4</div> 

<div class="col-sm-8">.col-sm-8</div> 

</div> [2] 

 

3. Flexible Images 

 

Perhaps the greatest challenge to responsive web design is 

resizing images. An easy option is to use CSS’s max-width 
property, which ensures that images load in their original size 

unless the viewport is narrower than the image’s width. [1] 

 

With a maximum width set to 100% of the viewing area, 

images will shrink proportionally as the screen or browser 

becomes narrower. As opposed to announcing a tallness and 

width inside the code, you can just empower the program to 

naturally resize pictures as coordinated by CSS. Be warned 

that some older Windows browsers have trouble rendering 

properly when images are resized. [1] 

 

Notwithstanding picture goals, you should likewise remember 
load times while estimating pictures. Bigger pictures proposed 

to be seen on screens can altogether hinder cell phones as they 

resize. [1] 

 

Example:  
 

 

Img { 

Img-width: 100%; 

Height: auto; 

} 
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The image will be responsive to scale down or up in relation 

to the container it’s in, with the caveat of not scaling any 

bigger than its actual size (i.e. max-width: 100%) which 

guarantee that the nature of the picture won't debase by being 

extended excessively. 

 

4. Media Queries (@media) 

 

Fluid grids only accomplish so much. As programs have 

gotten smaller, new difficulties have emerged, which is 

the reason we need media questions. Most present day 

programs support CSS3 media questions, which engage 

locales to assemble data from particular visitors and 

prohibitively apply CSS styles. The min-width media 

include permits creators to actualize explicit CSS styles 

once the program window falls beneath a predetermined 

width. Take the following example: [8] 

 

Example:  
 

@media (max-width: 1200px) and (min-width: 
992px) { 

.classname {  
Display: 

none; Float: 

left; 
} 

} 
[8] 

 

These are the key steps: 

 

• Research/scoping: 
 

Understanding the additional requirements for a 

responsive site. 
 

Research is constantly a significant stage in the 

structure procedure so it merits placing some 

additional thought into the individuals who will 

utilize Although a responsive site will possibly 

change the CSS relying upon the width if there are 

muddled components that depend vigorously on 

JavaScript, they may not interpret well on a littler 

gadget and it could merit stowing away these. [9] 
 

• Wire framing: 

Framework structures and designs for the site thinking 
about various screen widths 

 
The rationale behind how the styles should change can be 

somewhat difficult to characterize and its enchantment 

will truly turn out in the work of the site, yet we need an 

approach to begin characterizing the diverse width phases 

of the design. [9] 
 

• Look and feel: 
 

This stage deals with visual of wireframe. How the page 

should be designed, how image should be placed , what font 

size should be used so that it should be readable on all the 

devices.CSS3 gives great styled effects without the use of 

no of images. So developer should smartly use HTML, CSS 

to design the pages. [9] 
 

• Building the sites: HTML & CSS issues [9] 
 

Responsive Web properties depend on liquid matrices in 

which all page components are estimated by extent, 

instead of pixels. Rich media content, for example, 

pictures, are likewise resized dependent on the 

presentation necessities. 
 

Three key specialized highlights at the core of responsive 

Web configuration include:  
An adaptable lattice based format that utilizes relative 

measuring for online articles 
 

CSS Media questions that check the abilities of the 
objective cell phone and apply diverse templates varying 

Flexible pictures and media, through powerful resizing or 
CSS 

 

V. ADVANTAGES OF RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN 

AND WEB DEVELOPMENT 
 

Responsive website architecture benefits creators, 

engineers, organizations and, in particular, clients in the 
accompanying ways: 

 

1. More mobile traffic  
As indicated by a report from Similar Web, the greater 

part of traffic to top sites in the U.S. originated from cell 

phones in 2015. Consequently, it's inexorably significant 

for organizations to have sites that render appropriately on 

littler screens with the goal that clients don't experience 

contorted pictures or experience an imperfect site design. 

While a few organizations despite everything decide to 

have a different form of their site for portable clients, 

responsive plan is turning into the standard since it offers 

more prominent flexibility at lower improvement costs. 

 

2. Faster mobile development at lower costs  
Making one responsive site takes extensively less time than 

persevering alone portable application notwithstanding a 

standard work area site. Since time is cash, responsive plan 

normally costs not exactly the other option. Regardless of 

whether the underlying venture of a responsively structured site 

ends up comes out to being more costly than making two 
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separate sites, you'll wind up sparing over the long haul 

because of support costs, uncommon arrangement costs, and 

so forth of a site that utilizes two separate forms. 

3. Lower maintenance needs 
 
Keeping up a different portable site needs extra testing and 

help. [7] Conversely, the procedure of responsive plan utilizes 

state administered testing strategies to guarantee ideal design 

on each screen. Having separate work area and portable 

locales additionally requires two substance methodologies, 

two managerial interfaces and conceivably two structure 

groups. Responsive plan's "one size fits all" approach implies 

less cerebral pains for engineers, entrepreneurs, and shoppers. 

Investing less energy in upkeep likewise saves time to 

concentrate on increasingly significant things like promoting 

and substance creation. 
 

4. Faster pages 
 
Versatile clients specifically have limited ability to focus. 

Studies show that portable guests will in general surrender 

website pages that take longer than three seconds to get done 

with stacking. On the off chance that a site isn't enhanced for 

cell phones and tablets, it will likewise set aside more effort to 

explore, which can disappoint clients to a final turning point. 

Guaranteeing that your responsive site utilizes current 

execution strategies, for example, reserving and responsive 

picture show will help improve your site page stacking speed. 
 

5. Lower bounce rates 
 
A responsive and improved versatile site gives a greatly 

improved client experience for the guest. Along these lines, 

almost certainly, they'll stay for a more drawn out timeframe 

and investigate various zones of your site. On the other hand, 

if your site isn't responsive, it is a lot harder to keep the guest 

connected with and in this way more probable that they'll 

ricochet. 
 

6. Higher conversion rates 
 
Bringing down your bob rate is just 50% of the fight. Making 

a reliable client experience over all gadgets is vital to 

changing over new clients. At the point when clients are 

choosing whether or not to buy in to assistance, they would 

prefer not to be diverted to gadget explicit sites in light of the 

fact that the procedure frequently takes longer. Having a 

solitary secure site that looks proficient on all stages makes 

clients more averse to get baffled or go to a contender. [6] 
 

7. Easier analytics reporting 
 
Realizing where traffic is coming from and how clients 

interface with your site is important to make educated 

upgrades. Dealing with various variants of a site expects 

engineers to follow clients' excursions through different 

transformation ways, channels, and diverts. Having a solitary 

responsive site extraordinarily rearranges the observing 

procedure. Google Analytics and comparative instruments 

presently oblige responsive sites by consolidating following 

and examination into a solitary report with the goal that you 

 
can perceive how your substance is performing on various 
gadgets. 
 

8. Improved SEO 
 

Responsive website composition is turning out to be as critical 

to site design improvement as quality substance. More 

grounded backlinks and better skip rates convert into higher 

inquiry rankings, yet there's an extra SEO advantage for 

portable enhanced locales. 
 

Beginning April 21, 2015, Google Search will grow its 

utilization of portable kind disposition as a positioning sign. - 
Google 

 
Having a solitary responsive site as opposed to isolate work 

area and portable adaptations stays away from the issue of 

copy content, which can adversely affect your inquiry 

positioning? 
 

9. Improved online browsing experience 
 

Early introductions are everything, so whether somebody is 

visiting a site just because from their work area or their cell 

phone, you need them to have a reliably positive encounter. 

On the off chance that guests must do a great deal of zooming, 

contracting and squeezing their screens during their first visit, 

they're probably going to surrender and attempt another site. 
 

10. Improved offline browsing experience 

 
Presently that numerous cell phones and tablets are HTML5 

empowered, responsive website architecture benefits clients 

by making it simpler to keep seeing substance inside HTML5 
web applications without a web association. Get familiar with 

HTML5 Application Cache. 

 

VI. CHALLENGES OF RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN 

AND WEB DEVELOPMENT  
Alongside all the previously mentioned points of interest there 

additionally are burdens related with Responsive website 

composition:  
Creating and implementing a responsive website composition 
isn't a simple assignment it will be a difficult errand. 

 
1. Time Consumption - Probably the most obvious minus 

point about building a responsive website is that it takes 

more time. Clearly, for a normal work area site you need 

way less planning time, less assets to assemble it, and 

furthermore testing it requires less exertion. 

 
2. Limited support - Responsive websites work with media 

queries to determine the screen size of every visitor and 
then display the correct layout. 

 

The issue here is that old programs, particularly Internet 

Explorer form 8 and more established don't perceive 

media inquiries. Presently about 14% of web clients 

overall despite everything use IE8. 14% is a significant 

segment of your crowd, and relying upon your objective 

segment the figure could be higher. 
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This doesn't imply that it is highly unlikely to show your 

site on these more seasoned programs. You simply 

should know about this when working with media 

inquiries. There are a few different ways to maintain a 

strategic distance from the issue, for example, utilizing a 

totally independent template for IE, or planning your site 

portable first. 

 

3. Navigation menus - Last but not least, navigation menus 

make up for an important part of any website. Particularly 

on progressively complex work area sites we are utilized 

to multi-layer drop-down menus. On littler gadgets you 

will consistently experience constrained screen land, 

which makes planning natural route menus a test.  
The designers of website have decided to hide the 

navigation menu on smalls screen sizes by default. Just 

while selecting a little symbol on the upper left corner the 

distinctive substance classifications show up as finger-

accommodating catches. 

 

4. Technical inconvenience - Considering the way that 

responsive plan is another innovation, it tends to be not 

valuable for certain individuals, as there still exist old 

gadgets and programs, for which it will take too long to 

even think about opening the site. 

 
5. Limited Resources - As it is another idea, just restricted 

assets are accessible. Because of this, you can't get 

legitimate answers for obscure issues. 

 

6. Implementation Problem - Execution of responsive 

web design takes a more drawn out time than 
anticipated. Since it is another idea, some new issues are 

still there that we can't fix. 

 

7. Loading time - Because of pointless HTML/CSS code 

downloads in a cell phone, stacking time is typically 

higher. It is one of the significant disadvantages of 

responsive web design. 

 

VII. APPLICATIONS OF RESPONSIVE WEB 
DEVELOPMENT 

 

1. Business  
Websites developed for the business purposes should be 

responsive so that the website is compatible with majority of 

devices and led to growth of the business. E-commerce 

websites, websites developed for selling products, online 

businesses come into this category. The growth of the 

business is totally dependent on the traffic on the website and 

traffic will be more and more if the website is compatible with 

majority of devices. So almost all the websites developed for 

the business purposes are responsive. [10] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Responsive Web Development in E-commerce websites  

 

2. Public sector  
Public Sector basically includes the work under Government. 

There are many works that need to be done online by the 

Government. This provides online facility to the users for paying 

bills, getting jobs etc. These web sites are also responsive since the 

website should run on multiple devices and compatible with every 

modern devices and future devices. [10]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Responsive Web Development in public sector 
 

3. Education  
There is variety of institutions in our country and each institution 

is providing online facility and provides sight of bigger picture of 

their college to the students and people and this is done through 

their websites. Students get study material, college schedule and 

other important information through college websites. Online quiz 

competition and many other information students get from their 

website of the college.  
There are many courses, competitions, quiz conducted online. 
Now, students can register online at any place and can participate 

in events conducted online. [10] 
 

 

VIII. WORKING WITH RESPONSIVE BOOTSTRAP 
FRAMEWORK  

Bootstrap is a shockingly incredible and successful instrument for 

engineers building responsive sites and web applications. 

Bootstrap was propelled as a portable first structure for web 

improvement. It is currently one of the most steady and solid 

responsive front-end structures with a piece of the overall industry 

of over 16% everything being equal (interface is outside). [4] 

 

For the individuals who are inexperienced with the advancement 

structures, they are independent starter topics offering a standard 

arrangement of pre-manufactured at this point adaptable 

highlights and capacities to accelerate the improvement of a site 

or application. The fundamental explanation Bootstrap is so 

mainstream in the website composition industry is its special and 
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convincing highlights 

 
Those engage designers to construct well-working, completely 

responsive sites with no issue. It is so natural to learn and 

utilize that even a fledgling designer with fundamental 

information on HTML, CSS, and JavaScript can begin with it 

in minutes. Right now, talk about reasons why Bootstrap is an 

away from of designers for making responsive sites. [4] 

 

Bootstrap incorporates HTML and CSS based plan layouts for 

typography, structures, catches, tables, route, modals, picture 

merry go rounds, and numerous other, just as discretionary 

JavaScript modules. It likewise gives you support for 

JavaScript modules. Bootstrap is perfect with every single 

present day program (Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, 

Safari, and Opera). 

 
 

To build a responsive web design with bootstrap, 

follow the following procedure:  
1. Download Bootstrap and inline text editor. 

2. Install text editor. 

3. Extract bootstrap files in to your project folder.  
4. Create html file and save it as index.html in the 

project folder  
Investigating with bootstrap three fundamental documents 

remembered for this: bootstrap.css; bootstrap.js; glyphicons 

that is jquery.js and bootstrap.min.js and bootstrap.min.css 

records are incorporated to make a typical HTM document to 

Bootstrapped Template. 

 

So at whatever point you download bootstrap system then you 
will see three envelopes that are css, text styles, and js that 

contain the document which are most significant integral asset 
to make website composition in responsive way. 
 
There are two different ways to utilize Bootstrap in Webpage. 
 
1. The first route is to utilize a CDN. 
 
2. The second way is downloading and putting away a 

duplicate Bootstrap record in our web server or nearby 
machine. 
 
3. Download from this connection: 

http://getbootstrap.com/beginning/#download 
 
Subsequent to Downloading Bootstrap structure incorporates 

Bootstrap CSS, Bootstrap JQuery Library, and Bootstrap 

Javascript in your site to make responsive. The manners in 

which you can incorporate bootstrap record are appeared in 

following manner: 
 
Include Bootstrap CSS: 
 
• If you want to use the bootstrap CDN: 
 

<link rel="stylesheet" 

href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.4.1/cs 

s/bootstrap.min.css"> 

 
• If you want to use your own copy of Bootstrap: 
 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="bootstrap-

4.4.1/css/bootstrap.min.css"> 
 

Include JQuery library: 
 
• If you want to use the bootstrap CDN: 

 

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/3.4.1/jq 

uery.min.js"></script> 
 

• If you want to use your own copy of Bootstrap: 
 

<script src="jquery-3.4.1.min.js"></script> 
 

Include Bootstrap JavaScript: 
 
• If you want to use the bootstrap CDN: 

 

<script src="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/bootstrap/4.4.1/js/ 

bootstrap.min.js"></script> 
 

• If you want to use your own copy of Bootstrap: 
 

<script src="bootstrap- 

4.4.1/js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 
 

Now, start working with bootstrap framework, you have to must 

know it, what kind of package included in bootstrap framework. 

The library includes: 
➢

 Scaffolding – A powerful fluid grid system,
 

 

➢
 CSS – A huge assortment of implicit CSS and segments, prepared to use 

out the crate
 

 

➢
 Component – iconography, dropdowns, navigation, alerts, etc.

 
 

➢
 JavaScript Plugins – Simple to coordinate with negligible design

 

 

➢
 Customize – Customize Bootstrap's parts Bootstrap can be an incredible device to 

deal with consistency in structure and subsequently is an extraordinary decision for a 

huge responsive web venture.
 

IX. CONCLUSION 
 

Responsive Web Design is a rising pattern that includes designing 

sites and applications for ideal introduction over numerous 

gadgets and screen sizes utilizing a solitary code base. The 

significant focal points of Responsive Web Design comprise of a 

solitary code base that furnishes simple and low support alongside 

an unmistakable form of the site that improves SEO. Along these 

lines, on the off chance that you need an answer that is anything 

but difficult to keep up, utilizes existing abilities, system or device 

and that you can control, at that point Responsive Web Design is 

the methodology for you. 
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